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Abstract-The EV (electric vehicle) market in India is at a nascent but promising stage .India’s technology for electric vehicle is different from 

that of the West due to the unique environmental condition and driving pattern .Hence, investment to make electric vehicle technology 

affordable is immense. Realization  require a consistent Government policy. Considering the Government’s proactiveness   lately, we see 

electric vehicle evolving starting with three wheelers and two wheelers, followed by the city bus and passenger car – starting with fleets. ‘MY 

smart integrated self charging system in electric vehicle’ is beneficial for environment condition and work on green and no polluted 

transportation. Paper is written on after seeing present fossil fuel source in the world. Very easy and usable technique is used in my system 

which is expressed by review paper. 
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I. Introduction 

     An EV is powered by an electric motor instead of gasoline engine .The electric motor gets energy from a controller , which regulates the 

amount of power –based on driver‟s use of an accelerator pedal .The EV uses energy stored in its rechargeable batteries, which is recharged by 

our smart integrated self E vehicle charging system. In this system wind turbine and dynamo are used for charging the heavy duties batteries 

.whole prototype is based on renewable energy because renewable energy is occurred by inexhaustible source. EV first came in to existence in 

the mid of -19
th

 century, when electricity was among the preferred method for motor vehicle propulsion , providing a level of comfort and ease of 

operation that could not be achieved  by gasoline cars of the time .As we know Electrical vehicle based on electric propulsion system . NO 

internal combustion engine is used . All the power is based on electric power as energy source. The main advantage is high efficiency in power 

conversion through its proposition system of electric motor. E vehicle is being used in many countries with free parking and lower tax is taken 

from E-vehicle so at least we can say huge profit will be occurred when smart Integrated  electric vehicle self charging system is applied in the 

commercial EV (electric vehicle).  

 
II. Back ground of system 

    On the basis of very less resource of petroleum oil a integrated system is developed in which no requirement of petroleum oil .It is totally 

dependent on renewable energy .In this system heavy duty batteries is charged by rotation of wind turbine solar panel and dynamo. 

 

III. Objective of system- 

 Pollution free transportation 

 Low   maintenance cost 

 Get multiple output 

 No use of fossil fuel 

 Self charging system  

 

IV. Detail Description of Integrated system 

    „Smart integrated  Electric vehicle self charging system‟ is very efficient for transportation because by this system fair of transportation will be 

reduced because low cast is used for operation .Many technical instrument and devices are used for developing this system such as wind turbine, 

solar panel , heavy duty batteries , dynamo .these discussed devices applied at a particular place . Main motive  of the system is to charge the 

batteries which rotate the motor which connected through the shaft of wheels . Generated power by these devices goes to the power controlling 
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devices which provide required power to the batteries when generated power is more than consuming power then power controlling device 

manage the power. Brushless DC motor is used in the Electric vehicle for better performance  and Ac induction motor is also used. 

 

 Wind turbine 
Wind turbine is a device which change the mechanical energy in to electrical energy .Her e mechanical energy come from air due to this 

vanes of turbine rotate due to this electric power is generated .This power is used charging the batteries and driving the vehicle . 

 
 solar panel  

solar panel is used in this system to convert solar power in to electric power .It is applied on roof of electric vehicle for suitable 

operation .Solar panel is very important component of the system because electric vehicle proceed standing state to running state due to 

solar power at this time wind turbine and dynamo do not work.  

 
 Dynamo  

Dynamo is a device which is used in this system or converting mechanical rotation in to the electricity .This device is directly 

connected to shaft of wheels which generate mechanical rotation.  

 
 Heavy Duty Batteries  

Heavy Duty Batteries have a high source of potential  voltage to serve the purpose .It can give long fulfill the needs .Now a day it is 

being to effectively used to run heavy vehicle too. 

 
 

V. Efficiency of EV applied Integrated system 

    Electric motor is more efficient than internal combustion engines in converting storage energy in to driving vehicle. Gasoline engines 

effectively use only 15% of the fuel energy content to move the vehicle or to power accessories , and diesel engine can reach on board efficiency 

of  20%, while electric vehicles have on board efficiency of around 80%. 

 

VI. Advantage of the System 

     High Efficiency 

     Multiple task  

     Eco Friendly 

     Suitable Transportation 

    No Pollutant Emission 

 

VII. Application 

 This type of vehicle will be  used in low cast transportation 

 It can be used in large Industries for local transportation  

 It may use in distribution of goods in cities 

 It will be in passenger vehicle 
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VIII. Result 

    Using the above explained integrated system, many costs can be optimized effectively such as labor cost etc.  This system will be effective to 

reduce the petroleum uses . In this technical era people does not want to more labor so this system make the work easy like goods transportation 

and passenger transportation at low fair. This type of vehicle no more maintenance requirement, all component is easy to replace after any fault. 

No any toxic gases released by this system so we can say, it work on green transportation. 

 

IX. Conclusion 
    At least we can conclude that our system is totally eco friendly and beneficial for the environment. Efficiency of the system is better than 

gasoline and  diesel vehicle. Our system is perfect for minimum fair transportation and green transportation. By this system we can get sufficient 

output at lower input. In future transportation is done by this type of system because fossil fuel is now available in limited amount in the earth. 

Our whole system is developed on the basis of present condition of pollution and high fair of transportation. 
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